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Find more about Ymir Sense™

www.ymir-lighting.com 

Connected Smart Dashboard 
and APP


http://www.ymir-lighting.com
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Ymir Sense™ app and dashboard perfectly work with all Ymir luminaires through 
various protocols to bring the power of IoT to enterprises. Transform existing 
lighting installations into a flexible, efficient and wireless communication system that 

is easily scalable. With this retrofit solution, you can bring individual offices, corridors, 
conference rooms or open-plan offices, up to the latest state of digitalization when 
renovating old systems. Quickly, cost-efficiently and easily. This can be adapted without 
having to make changes to the cabling. This reduces the costs for such adaptations to a 
minimum, making Ymir Sense™ a solid, sustainable investment.

CORE FUNCTIONS 
Data Overview 

-Project summaries

-Device status and information

-Energy consumption

-Maintenance notifications

-Abnormal status alerts

-Building addresses and weather

Visual Device Control 

-Visual layout and map of all devices

-Each dot represents one area or 
group of fixtures

-Quickly control all lighting fixtures by 
the building, floor, area or group

-Easily locate “abnormal” devices 
through the map interface

-Monitor and locate fixtures that are 
nearing “end of life”
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CORE FUNCTIONS 

Construction 
Management 

-Multi-layered creation and 
assignment of construction tasks

-Manage project information for the 
whole company and individual 
contractors

-Manage and monitor the schedule 

Scene Automation 

-Create automated scenes based 
on multiple trigger types including, 
sensors, switches, schedules, and 
settings of other devices

-Calculate and analyze the 
application of scenes on frequency, 
power consumption, etc


Energy Management 

-Energy consumption analysis by 
building level, area level, device 
level

-Analysis by data, month and year

-Data visualization

-Compare usage between groups to 
identify opportunities to save 
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USER INTERFACE  

Installer 
Authority 
Management  

-Installer management 
such as authorized 
construction area or 
authorized access

-API connects to SaaS 
(web end & tablet) and 
App (user end)


Landing project efficiently with powerful support. Two Apps 
Construction APP and Ymir Sense™ APP and SaaS (web end & 
tablet) https://ymir-sense.com offer effective support.

Smart 
Installation 

-Clear installation 
map based on real 
building layout

-Scan QR code to 
identify device and 
map its location


Mass Addition 
Devices 

-Automatically scans 
all of the nearby 
devices in pairing 
mode and adds them


Construction APP Construction APP Ymir Sense™ APP

https://ymir-sense.com
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USER INTERFACE 

Device 
Management & 
Control 

-Control all of the 
devices in a building, 
floor, group etc. at once

-Calculation of energy 
usage by day, month 
and year based on 
entered wattage. Power 
meters available for the 
most accurate power 
consumption


Landing project efficiently with powerful support. Two Apps 
Construction APP and Ymir Sense™ APP and SaaS (web end & 
tablet) https://ymir-sense.com offer effective support.

Scene 
Automation 

-Create automation 
based on multiple 
trigger types including, 
sensors, switches, 
schedules, and settings 
of other devices

-Create multiple 
conditions to trigger 
scenes, control multiple 
devices and areas at 
once


Authorization 
Management 

-Change the authority 
of the management 
team for each project

-Arrange the authority 
under device type, 
product function, etc


Ymir Sense™ APPYmir Sense™ APPYmir Sense™ APP

https://ymir-sense.com
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USER INTERFACE 
Landing project efficiently with powerful support. Two Apps 

Construction APP and Ymir Sense™ APP and SaaS (web end & 
tablet) https://ymir-sense.com offer effective support.

Data Overview 

Project Management & 
Setting 
-Create a floor plan for the project 
, from single room to an open 
office. Predefine lighting control 
profiles, assigned to individual 
zones

-In Setting, set the alarm for the 
status of the devices and also 
adjust like brightness of each 
space of the project, so as to 
achieve a better user experience


Energy Management 

Device Control 
-control and operate 
lighting luminaires and 
intelligent devices 
individually or in batches


https://ymir-sense.com
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CONNECTION & 
CONTROL SERVICE

TO INNOVATION
-Cooperation with the best IOT and controller partners, Ymir provide a one-step 
intelligent upgrade service of Ymir lighting luminaires. 

-Financial-level IOT network data security standards, in line with ISO/CQC/EU GDPR/
REACH/NCC/CCPA and other certification requirements, reduce risks, and use globally. 

-Connected with the existing modules, kinds of the application could be realized to 
meet your requirement on products.


YMIR SENSE™

CONNECTION

CONTROLLER

TUNALBLE

-Optional Sensors:

-Door Sensor  -Motion (PIR)       

-Microwave    -Daylight

-WI-FI

-BLE(Local)

-BLE MESH

-ZIGBEE Gateway

-Z-WAVE(PLC)

-2.4G(LOCAL)


-PC WEB-END DASHBOARD

-SWITCH PANEL

-YmirSense™ APP


-ON/OFF

-BRIGHTNESS

-CCT

-COLOR


YMIR SENSE™ CLOUD

Construction 

APP 

Ymir Sense™ 

APP 

YMIR SENSE™ COMPONENTS

-Smart Integrated 
luminaires  

-Control elements  -Gateway



ROOTED IN  
Hangzhou 
ILLUMINATING  
GLOBALLY
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YMIR GROUP EMS 
www.ymir-enterprise.com 

YMIR LIGHTING CO 
www.ymir-lighting.com 

EAST CHINA: 
365 Hongda road, 

Xiaoshan economic 

and technological 

development district,

Hangzhou,

Zhejiang


SOUTH CHINA: 
9789 Shennan Road, 
Desay Center, 
Nanshan District, 
Shenzhen

Regional Sales: 

EU&AUS 
assel_ken@ymirtech.com 

Asia: 
harry_tsai@ymirtech.com 

North America 
kenny_yang@ymirtech.com 

Ymir Lighting Design Studio 

“ Light up the vital spark of 
imagination! ” 

Ymir Sense™ app and dashboard 
perfectly works with all Ymir 
luminaires through various protocols 

to bring the power of IoT to enterprises. 
Transform existing lighting installations into 
a flexible, efficient and wireless 
communication system that is easily 
scalable. With this retrofit solution, you can 
bring individual offices, corridors, 
conference rooms or open-plan offices, up 
to the latest state of digitalization when 
renovating old systems. Quickly, cost-
efficiently and easily. This can be adapted 
without having to make changes to the 
cabling. This reduces the costs for such 
adaptations to a minimum, making Ymir 
Sense™ a solid, sustainable investment.

Ymir Lighting’s mission is to be a 
professional lighting systems ODM provider 
for key accounts and a quality general 
lighting supplier worldwide. At Ymir, we 
combine traditional general illumination with 
modern, ground-breaking lighting 
technology to create sustainable value for 
our clients, realizing longstanding growing 
up with our clients. We are expert in general 
illumination worldwide, trending 
technologies and change needs, catering 
specific demands from customers.

YMIR-LIGHTING.COM

http://www.ymir-enterprise.com
http://www.ymir-lighting.com
mailto:assel_ken@ymirtech.com
mailto:harry_tsai@ymirtech.com
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